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The Finest Line: The Global Pursuit of Big Wave Surfing 
Written by Rusty Long; Foreword by Tom Carroll; Afterword by Greg Long!
Big-wave surfing has long been a part of the sport, but with more devoted, highly skilled individuals pushing the 
boundaries, this subculture of the surf world is now moving out of the fringes. The current generation of surfers is 
continually reinventing the limits—tackling waves of greater magnitude and breaking world record wave heights—
making this the most advanced, dynamic, and exciting period in big-wave surfing history. 
In The Finest Line, professional surfer, journalist, and photographer Rusty Long captures the essence of big-wave 
surfing through breathtaking images and stories, as well as interviews and insights from many of the leading 
surfers of this era, including Mark Healey, Greg Long, Grant “Twiggy” Baker, Mike Parsons, Peter Mel, Dave 
Wassel, Kohl Christensen, and more, who Long refers to as “a finite group, a fringe society, and a deep 
brotherhood composed of solid, colorful individuals, all with an element of craze simmering somewhere inside 
that drives them to this pursuit.” 
In these exclusive interviews, the surfers discuss their mental and physical regimens, the psychology of living in 
pursuit of the world’s meanest waves, the stories behind the paddle-in renaissance that has come to define the 
next level of big-wave surfing, and firsthand accounts of those now-rare “tow-only” days. 
In the introduction, Long cites the reasons why, over the last century, surfing has progressed to new heights. He 
writes, “At the core of this progression is human desire. High risk yields high reward, and once you are 
accustomed to this elevated sensation of life it is hard to look back. It gets in the blood.” 
The Finest Line contains 250 iconic photographs of the most spectacular rides in recent big-wave history, taken 
by an array of the best photographers in the sport, for a remarkable, unprecedented collection that covers the 
giant, hallmark sessions from all of the most impressive spots around the globe, including: 

• Maverick’s (CA)    •Nazaré (Portugal) 
• Jaws (HI)    •Shipsterns Bluff (Tasmania) 
• Cloudbreak (Fiji)   •Dungeons (South Africa) 
• Teahupo’o (Tahiti)   •Puerto Escondido (Mexico)  
• Belharra (Basque) 

The book contains a foreword by Australia’s Tom Carroll, legendary pro surfer and icon of the sport, and an 
afterword by Greg Long, Rusty’s brother, who is widely regarded as one of the best big-wave surfers in the world.
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Story Ideas:!
• Riding Giants: The psychology of living in pursuit of the world’s meanest waves 

• Growing Up Long: Brothers Rusty & Greg on their upbringing in San Clemente and rise through the ranks of big-
wave surfing 

• Photographs and stories of the most impressive surf spots around the world, including big-wave breaks in Hawaii, 
California, Fiji, Tahiti, Mexico and South Africa 

• The shift from the “tow-only” days to the paddle-in renaissance that defines the next level of big-wave surfing 

• The mental and physical regimens of surfers such as Shane Dorian, Greg Long, and Grant “Twiggy” Baker 

• Big-wave surfing events/Dates to tie in: Quiksilver in Memory of Eddie Aikau (Dec. 1 – Feb. 28 annually), the 
Billabong XXL Global Big Wave Awards (year-round events), and the Big Wave World Tour (year-round events) 

About the Authors:!
Rusty Long has been fully involved in professional big-wave surfing since 2000, traveling the world in pursuit of big surf 
and participating in many hallmark sessions over the last fourteen years. Hailing from San Clemente, California, Rusty has 
been a finalist in Big Wave World Tour events and is a multiple-time nominee of the Billabong XXL Global Big Wave 
Awards. He has published surf, travel, and lifestyle features in The Surfer’s Journal, Surfer, Surfline and many premier 
online surf-media outlets. 

Tom Carroll is among the most revered figures in surfing. He is a two-time ASP World Tour champion, an annual invitee to 
the Quiksilver in Memory of Eddie Aikau contest at Waimea Bay, a three-time winner of the Pipe Masters, and an innovator 
of modern power surfing. An inductee into both the Australian Surfing Hall of Fame and the Huntington Beach Surfing Hall 
of Fame, Carroll continues to travels the world on the search for big, perfect surf. In 2014 Carroll published his 
autobiography, TC, to critical acclaim.  

Greg Long is widely considered the foremost ambassador of big-wave surfing. He has won every major big-wave event, 
including the Quiksilver in Memory of Eddie Aikau and the Maverick’s Invitational, as well as multiple Billabong XXL Global 
Big Wave Awards. His passion, drive, and accomplishments have helped carry the pursuit of big-wave surfing to new 
levels worldwide. 

About the Publisher:!
Insight Editions is a publisher focused on creating superlative illustrated books on 
photography, music, and popular culture. Lavishly produced and visually stimulating, every 
volume from Insight is dedicated to the skillful interplay of word and image. The books produced 
are unique works that combine the highest quality print production values with time-honored 
traditions of publishing and rich subject matter. Elegant and informative, books from Insight 
showcase the best of art and photography in exquisite presentations of the bookmaker’s craft. 
For more information, visit INSIGHTEDITIONS.COM. 
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